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Summary

WilcoxonMann-Whitney test has been proposed for testing the
equality of purely discrete distributions when the size of each sampleis
random. Using the mid-rank procedure, the above test has been discussed.
Mean and variance of tbe test statistic (/; known) have been computed.

The case for unknown p has also been discussed.

I. Introduction

Letp{x,y)=P{X=x, Y=y) be the joint probability mass function
of two discrete variates X and Y with the distribution function

P{x,y)-= S L
i^xj^y

and marginals

pix,.)= L L and
i^x j i j^y

Further assume that X takes only two Values 0 and 1 with respective
probabilities q and p withp+q=l and Ymay take values 0,1.......
Oar problem of interest is to test H: Po {.y)=Pi{y) against the
alternative A : Po{y)¥'Pi{y), where Pi{y)=P{Y<yiX=i) and Ptiy)
=P{Y=ylX=i), the conditional probability mass function of Y given
that X=i, i=0,1, For notational simplicity we write P,(v)=P(.

Let {Z/}={(A'/,y,)}, (i=l, be a sequence of N indepen
dent random variables from a bivariate discrete population P{x,y).
We divide the observations Zi, Zz,...Zn into two groups according as
the value of Zis / or 0. Let Ui,U2, in>0) and Fi, V2,...Vn-„
\N—n=m) are independent. Now theproblem oftestingi?isequivalent
to testing the hypothesis that the two independentsamples of random
sizes are from the same discrete population,
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When Po and P, are continuous, the probability of getting tied
observations is 0 so that this event may be ignored. In the dis
continuous case, however ties occur with positive probability and when
they do occur, the pooled sample can no longer be uniquely ordered.
For the case with a positive probability of ties two procedures have
been proposed. One is to order the tied observations randomly, the
other is to replace Smn (the sum of ranks of JSf, in the combined
ordered sample) by

i^l

where 7?- = midrank (A'/)=^[7Vi(0+iV2(0 +1], Ni{i) is the number
of observations (including Z,- and Nzii) the number of observations
(including Xi) not larger than Zf.

For the fixed sample sizes, the problem of testing the equality
of two discrete distributions using Wilcoxon test [6] has been consi
dered bymany authors. Putter [7] hasshown undercertain regularity
conditions that the asymptotic relative eflSciency of the randomized
test with respect to the midrank test is

k=\

where Pfc=P(y=^;t), (A:=1,2,...;•) and are the common disconti
nuities of Po and Pi. Buhler [1] has proved the truthness of Putter's
argument for infinitely manytvalues of ^k. Chanda [2] has worked
out the power efficiency of Wilcoxon test for the class of exponential
type discrete distributions. Conover [3] developed the theory of rank
tests without the assumptions concerning the continuous or discrete
nature of the underlying distribution function. He has also discussed,
threemethodsof assigning scores such as the average scores, midrank
and randomized rank methods. Conoverand Kemp[4] have com
puted the asymptotic efficiencies for the Wilcoxon test, the Vander
Waerden test and the median test when the underlying distributions
are Poisson, binomial, discrete uniform and negative binomial. They
have also discussed and compared the three methods of handling
ties.

For the small samples, the non randomized treatment of ties
presents practical difficuhies as have been discussed by Putter [7] but "
the asymptotic problerri can be handed. In this paper we propose
Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney test for testing the equality of purely
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discrete distributions with the common infinitely many discontinuities
as 0,1,2,... when the size of each sample is random. We are not
supposed to look the small sample properties due to aforesaid
diflSculties. In section 2, using the midrank procedure we discuss the
Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney test for random sample sizes and the mean
and variance of the test statistic {p is known) have been computed in
section 3. The case for unknown p is discussed in section 4.

ProposedTest Statistics. The test statistic may be defined as

where
I ifZ,= I, Z,=0 and Fi<10
111 ifZ;=], Z,=Oand
0 Otherwise

H(Z,,Zj)=

which can be put as'

''im-D V (2.2)
j=\ i=l

where

I ifM<v

^(w,v) = 1/2 u=v

0 Otherwise

Then N{N-1)Un is the total number of pairs (Ui.Vj) such that
Ui<Vj: Thehypotheses H : Po (y)=Pi(.y) is rejected Un is either too
large or too small.

The statistic Un is a real-valued symetric in the u's, symmetric
in v's with expectation E{Un) and with finite second mornent, and if

n<N-it and ,«->oo such that lim exists, then nj (Un-EUn) has a

limiting normal distribution with mean 0 (Fraser (1957), pp. 231).
Thus if Po iy) and Pi C;') are both absolutely continuous, the Mann-
Whitney test statistic for testing the hypothesis H: Po (y) = Pi (.y)
consists of rejecting when I Un-E{Un I /i') 1 is too large, E{Un \
H) being the.expectation of Un under H. When Po iy) and Pi (j')
are both pure discrete, a slight modification is necessary because the
variance of test statistic under the hypothesis is not distribution-free
as will be shown in the later section. So we will develop a new
modified test statistic and will be shown asymptotically normally
distributed with mean zero and variance unity when p in known.
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2. Mean AND Variance OF the Test Statistic (/> IS known)

1
Bp (Un) = EH(Zi,Zj)=EH (Z„Z;)

oc 1°^

=p<i L MO/'o 0") + M S /JiCOpoO)
j>i=o i=o

= ^ (say)

Hence

Ep {Un I /?)

To compute the variance we use the statistic (2.2)

Now

N' (N-l) = l" £ 0^ iu„vj) +L L L (t/.-.v,) ,4) («,, V,)
J=1 i=I i j k

4- L L L (W(, v) 0 iii, Vfc) + •S S L S ^ ("'•' 9^ ("/!:> 1'/)
^ i j k i j k I

j^k i^kj^l '••• •'

Therefore

7V2(iV-l)a i:(c/|l«)

1 ^
^n{N-n)

L 4 /=o

+{N-n)n{n-\)

L /'i(0/'o(j)+ L ;?i(;)/'o(i)
y>;=0 •

4-S p\ii)pa'<i)= i) Po(j>i(Oi?o(y) '
L '+ ;=0 ;>i=0 , ,

+ S Pa{i)Pakj)piQ<)
i,j>k=0

.-.+.n{N-n)iN-n-1) —TiPoii) pI (0
L 4 ,-^0

••+ • •S ! :Po{i)pi{k)pi.{ j)+ S pa{i)pii.i)p\{ j)
.i>k,j=G, . i>;=0
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+n(.n-l){N-n){N-n-l) S pMpaii)
^ 1=0

+ L PoiOpiij)
i>j=0

Since «is a binomial random variate b (N, p). If we wrire

N(r)=N{N-l).-{N—r+l) ;

then

EW'HN-nyn^p' q'

Let us put

00 '• / CO

Ai= S Pi(f)PQ(f)+ L PiiJ)PQ{i)
1=0 ;>i=0

; A2= i L Piii)Po(j)+ Ti Poii)Pi(i)PQ{j)'
1=0 . j>i=0

+ L Poii)PQU)Pi (^)
i.j>k=0 ' .

A3= £ P<i(f)Piii)+ II: P<i(.OpiWpi(j) '
1=0 . . i>J=0

+ 5j PQii)pi(j)pi(.k)
i>j,k=0

Piii)po{i)+ ,;S PaiOpiij)
1=0 />y=o

Hence

iV2(Ar-i)2 E(ul)=pq N(iV-l) ^i+/^,iV(iV-l)(iV-2)^a

(jy-2) (JV-3)^^

Var,(C7A,)=-^^^^^^^i[+XjV-2) ^a+g(7V-2)^3
• •+pq{N~-2) (N-3) aI ]-^q' a\
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= A2+q{N-l)Az-2pqm-i) a\ ]

_ s\Un)
N{N-\)

Hence by the central limit theorem, the variate v/(t/vv—(j.)/
s{Un) approximates the standard normal distribution.

Here we are to note that Pa=Pi i-e. Pi{i)=pS)==pi,i) for all
i=0,I,2, ... |x/r=/?9/2 and '

•/ (t^v)=^{(i\r-2) [4-1; p\{)W-.^.p^{j)-.epq{2N-3)}
" . V.,-=o ,=0 '

It follows therefore that the variance of Un depends on the
common unknown distribution function P(y). Letus define (f) Ras
the number of triplets (Yi, Yj, Y^) such that Yi=Yj=Yk.
R can be written in the form

I
M •

R= ML
1=0

where M=(f) and i?, is ia random variable Associated with the i-th
triplet taking the value I if the F'j are all equal and O otherwise.

Now

E{R I n)=P{Yi=Y2=Y3, Zx, Za, Z3, XtPo)+PiYx=Y2=Y3,
Xi, X2, Xs, Xtpi)+3P(Y^=Y2=Y3, Z2SP0, XstPi)

+3PiYi=Y2=Y3;XiePo,X2,X3sPi)

_ njn—l) in—2)
S pld)N{N-1){N-2)

,0^-n){N.-rt-l)iN.rrn-2) ^ o,..
-N{N- I) (N-2) ~i=0

I 3n(n-1) (N-n) ^ z. . ...

+ 3n(N-n)(N-n-i). y , o .
mN- \) {N~2)
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E{R) =En{E(R 1n)) =/»' S ptif) + s' L Pi(')
1=1 i=0

+'ip^q £ f £ /'KO/'oO")
/=r 1=0

= i{p Pa(}) +qPi(i)Y
1=0

Under the null hypothesis H '• PoU)=PiU)'=p(.i), we have

EiR) = S pM)
.1=0

OD

Hence i? isan unbiasedestimate of S
/=0

Similarly we define (1^) S as the number of pairs (Yj, Yj) ii¥'j)
such that Yi=Yj and it can easily be shown that under H, S is an

00

unbiased estimator of £ P®(0- So under/T
1=0

where

VN{N-1) (Un-pq)

Sicw

sHUn)=-^{ {N-2) {4-R)rh6-3S-6pq{2N-3) }
Hence for given a, we can find Ca such that

Pi\U'^ 1 >C«)=a

Case when p is Unknown

p= as an usual e
N

based on the statistic iUN))ls^ (C/iv) whereJF- (£/«) and
sp (Un) areobtained by replacing p and qhy p and q respectively.
It can readily be shown that asymptotic distribution of this modified
test statistic is normal with mean 0 and finite variance.
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p= as an usual estimate can be used and consider the test
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